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Have you ever imagined this?

“If one day a cute alien suddenly appears in my town, and the alien has 

tremendous superpowers, and happens to live with me in my house.”

Childhood Imaginary Events Become Animated Movies.
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#Alien

#UFO
#Super Powers

#Courage

#Friendship

KEYWORD
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UNIQUENESS
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1. A Well-Made Asian Comic-Action Animation Film

Family Movie, Primary target age 6-13 (kindergarten to elementary school) 

an animated film featuring children's characters, <CarrieAndFriends>, widely known in Korea, China, the United S

tates, Southeast Asia etc. (YouTube 6 billion views, Chinese OTT 7 billion views of characters including tencent, iQi

Yi and youku)

2. A film produced in 11 languages

All 11 languages will be completed this year. English, Korean, and Chinese, Spanish, Arabic, Indian, Vietnamese, 

Malaysian, Indonesian, Thai, Cantonese. If necessary, we can add any language.

3. Prologue Animation <Little Carrie and Super Kola>

To promote the advertisement of "Carrie and Super Kola",

the 15-minute prologue animation "Little Carrie and Super Kola" has been produced,

and this work (Little Carrie~) can be distributed unlimitedly on TV, OTT, IPTV, etc.



CARRIE&SUPERKOLA is produced

in 11 language versions.

LANGUAGE VERSIONS
CARRIE&SUPERKOLA
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1 English

2 Korean

3 Chinese(mandarin)

4 Arabic

5 Bahasa Indonesia

6 Bahasa Malay

7 Hindi

8 Spanish

9 Vietnamese

10 Thai

11 Cantonese



“Brave Carrie's Super Power

Kola Rescue Operation!”

Carrie is a typical eleven-year-old girl who can’t put her mobile phone down in hopes of becoming the next big 

SNS influencer. The odds of achieving her goal just got higher when she meets a sassy superpower alien called 

<Master> who crash-landed on earth. Master was being chased by an evil space villain called  <Specter> due to 

a chain of unfortunate events. In order to escape Specter's pursuit, Master had to sneak into Carrie’s favorite 

plushy doll <Kola> who later on becomes <Super Kola>, an immensely powerful black poodle with alien

superpowers.

SYNOPSIS
CARRIE&SUPERKOLA
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At first, Carrie is full of doubts about Master who snuck into her favorite toy without her permission, but slowly she 

starts to open up to her new secret friend. Soon after, through the help of Super Kola’s magic trick videos,

Carrie gets on top of her influencer game. Things were looking up for everyone until…

They were visited by Specter who caught Master on his radar because of Super Kola’s accessive use of 

superpowers for Carrie. The fight between them continued as Specter tried to collect the eternal energy source of 

the universe. Eventually, Carrie and her whole gang of friends join to fight the forces of evil and Carrie defeats 

Specter with her secret superpowers by absorbing Super Kola's energy. After the epic fight, they all returned home 

safely and earth is back in peace. Master decides to remain on earth as Carrie’s secret friend, Super Kola to 

help her and her friends continue to protect the earth from space villain.

SYNOPSIS
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CHARACTER
CARRIE&SUPERKOLA
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CARRIE
An 11-year-old Confident girl,

She used to be a toy holic who wanted to play with all the 

toys in the world, but these days, she is obsessed with the 

SNS called School Talk.

She tend to be very careful about likes and comments, 

and enjoy receiving attention.

Brave, passionate, and leader of the Three Musketeers,

Carrie, Kevin, and Ellie.

CARR
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KEVIN
A thoughtful but sloppy,

He is clumsy and makes many mistakes, but he is loved

by all because he is not wrinkled and always energetic.

He is freakish, caring, and the mood maker

for Carrie and Ellie

CHARACTER
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ELLIE
a smart student full of justice

Carrie's best friend of the same age. The only daughter of 

a rational math teacher mother and an emotional 

children's writer father. She is an intelligent person who 

values principles and principles with a sharp personality.
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KOLA
Carrie's secret alien friend,

One day, the superpower Alien of the universe crash-

landed in downtown. In order to escape the pursuit of the 

Specter crew, he infiltrates the Kola puppy doll.

As an alien with powerful enough power to maintain the 

balance of the star system in space, it can freely move 

objects by blowing energy waves, and has a strange 

maturity of unknown age to calmly cope with crisis 

situations.
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WAKU
A loyal bodyguard,

In order to escape the pursuit of the Specter crew,

he infiltrates the balloon signboard.

He has good agility, so he can hide and run quickly, and he 

doesn't hesitate to throw himself for the Master.

Loyalty to the Master is the best in the whole universe.



CHARACTER
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SPECTER
Space Villain, 

In order to escape the pursuit of the Specter crew,

he infiltrates the balloon signboard.

He has good agility, so he can hide and run quickly, and he 

doesn't hesitate to throw himself for the Master.

Loyalty to the Master is the best in the whole universe.



CHARACTER
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SPACEMARIN
Spector’s Minion Soldier,

A battery-shaped alien robot, a subordinate soldier of Specter.

According to the command, the master is aiming for the 

hidden Kola.

Reluctantly, they obey the orders of the Specter like a slave,

but they never like a Specter who can absorb his own energy.



LITTLECARRIE&SUPERKOLA
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Promotional effects through distribution of TV, OTT, IPTV, etc. just before

the release of the feature film "CARRIE&SUPERKOLA“

5 minutes x 3 episodes, 15 minutes in total

Full 3D CGI Animation 1080HD

PROLOGUE ANIMATION



LITTLECARRIE&SUPERKOLA
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“Little Carrie and Kola

first met 6 years ago”

One day six years ago. Five-year-old Carrie, Kevin, and Ellie meet Kola from the future six years later.

Carrie's secret friend Kola, the main character of the film "Carrie and Super Kola", flew back to the past to save 

five-year-old CarrieAndFriends from the villain's raid.

It was designed to introduce 11-year-old characters and Kola to fans who are familiar

with 5-year-old characters in advance.
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